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Propositions

accompanying the dissertation

Thriving in Times of Technological Change

by

Femke Cnossen

1. Technological change benefits those who are able to do things machines
cannot (yet) do: solve problems, learn new things and design one’s own
work. - Chapter 2

2. It is appealing to believe that cashiers are at risk of mass-replacement by
self-checkout machines, but that belief tends to underestimate the capacity
of cashiers to adapt their tasks. – Chapter 2

3. If workers want to perform tasks that computers are comparatively good
at and seek to maximise wages, they should avoid working in computer-
intensive industries – Chapter 2

4. Preparing mbo students for the future of work is not solely about improv-
ing the transition to higher education, but ensuring they learn the skills
they need to thrive in the future labour market within the mbo. – Chapter 3

5. There is no ‘one-skill-fits-all’ solution for Dutch mbo students (nor for any
student for that matter) – Chapter 3

6. Economists should care about the concept of meaningful work. – Chapter 4

7. Higher wages will not make jobs more meaningful: a work environment
that fulfills basic psychological needs has a higher chance of success. –
Chapter 4

8. When technology changes the contents of our jobs, it is likely that the mean-
ing we derive from our work will also be affected. – Chapter 4

9. The best foundation for a meaningful career is self-knowledge. (It is also
an unintended by-product of doing a PhD.)

10. When confronted with seemingly meaningless tasks, call Mary Poppins to
mind: in every job there must be done there is an element of fun.

11. Denk niet te veel, want "als je heel diep over iets nadenkt, dan kom je al-
tijd uit bij iets dat niet klopt. Probeer maar eens. Klopt altijd.” (Herman
Finkers) – of door Benjamin Hoff zeer vrij vertaald naar een Franse filosoof:
Ik denk, dus ik ben in de War.


